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GYO

By BloomBoss®
“The All-In-One Way to Grow
Your Own”

www.GrowWithGyo.com
Kickstarter Launch Date: May 15th, 2018 (runs through July 14th, 2018)
Anticipated Preorder Ship Date: January 1st, 2019
Retail Price: $999
Preorder Price: $499 for first 50 units; $749 for next 100; $999 after first 150
Features:
Light - BloomBoss TrueSun® 2x2 LED Grow Light. Energy-efficient for low monthly operating costs. Proprietary

spectrum powered by 5 watt LED chips provides perfect balance of blue, red, and full spectrum white light for optimal
plant development. UV-A increases potency, flavor, and aroma of harvests. UV safety feature turns lights off when
door is open. Light housing designed to manage heat generation so plants are not negatively affected by heat or direct contact. Light height can be adjusted throughout the life cycle for best growth potential - manual mechanism with
built-in safe guard to prevent any plant damage from the light dropping.

Hydroponics System - Deep water culture (DWC) system; contains water basin, plant site with clay pebbles,
and air stone to provide oxygen. User just needs to fill the basin, adds nutrients,plants seed or cutting in plant site,
and refresh the water/nutrient solution once per week.

Environment Control - Internal, sensor-based micro-controller that will adjust fan speed based on temperature
and humidity for optimal growing conditions. Temperature is controlled first through ambient temperature of the room
and the modified as required using the fan to cool or light temperature to heat the cabinet. Humidity is modified by
the fan to reduce humidity and the water basin to increase humidity.

Activated Carbon Filter - effectively eliminates all odors and dust, and offers long life between replacements.
Washable pre-filter included.

Security - Door lock to safely control access. Cabinet is a rigid metal and foam structure. Discrete. Visually blends
into its surroundings. No light leakage inside or outside of cabinet.

Cleaning - Cleaning is straight forward without the hassles of disconnecting hoses.
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